
I can’t stand the office machine coffee

and so, I keep a jar of my preferred

coffee in office. Recently, I was on sick

leave and when I returned… my coffee

was gone! I asked around but no one is

willing to admit who took my coffee. It’s

not entirely a new thing; even when I

was there, I knew that a few people

used to drink my coffee. I didn’t mind at

first, but this is getting too much. I do

not like the fact that I am the only one

who pays for these jars of coffee, while

a number of my co-workers use it.

However, at the same time, I do not

want to come across as unwilling to

share. What can I do about it?

— garima arora, andheri

dear garima,

The first thing you should do is stop

worrying about coming across as

‘unwilling to share.’ It is, after all, your

coffee and you should be allowed to

decide whether or not you want to

share it with others. But, I guess what

you’re looking for is a diplomatic way to

stop others from taking your coffee. A

simple way would be to keep the coffee

on your desk or around you, ensuring

that whoever wants to take some, will

have to ask you before doing so. And, to

stop the jar from disappearing when

you aren’t in office, take it home after

work. However, if you still can’t imagine

yourself saying no to your colleagues,

then your best way out would be to ask

who likes/uses the coffee and suggest

that all of you pool in to buy a jar or

take turns at buying the coffee. We’re

sure that this suggestion will be 

well-received.  
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« CAREER ADVICE 
co-workers keep
‘Borrowing’ your
coffee? find out how
to deal with them

Work hard,
party harder! 
The party season is here and we’re sure you’ve been carrying a
set of clothes to work to change into before heading straight out
for a night on the town. But, this can get frustrating! So, instead
of changing in the poky office bathroom, wear one of these jackets
over a party dress, recommends Rhea Dhanbhoora

We love Velvetcase.com’s new bridal

collection. With diamonds, rubies and

emeralds, along with pretty pearls set in

gold, the collection is a dream for a bride-

to-be. The assortment of stones in

modern and traditional designs is perfect

for a fairytale trousseau. We particularly

love the traditional pearl jhumkis for

`36,640 and the antique jadau ring, 

for `1,40,110.

where www.velvetcase.com 

price `30,000 onwards

velvetcase.com
adorns the Bride

« STUFF WE LIKE  

send your questions to 
womansworld@afternoondc.in before

wednesday

max it out
We love the jackets at Max

because of their bold, bright

colours. This gorgeous

emerald green shade is 

our favourite.

price `899

cover up
For an extremely classy work look,

we suggest this pearl white coat

from Sisley. You can wear the

skimpiest party outfit underneath

and no one will be able to tell!

price `9,999

deep
purple

We love the

colour and cut of

this stylish jacket

from Sisley. You

can wear it just

at work or style

your outfit to

accommodate it

if you need it

later too.

price `5,999

halfway there
Guess’ jacket collection includes

some interesting picks, including this

purple and navy zipped up jacket.

price On request

corporate
affair

If your office has a

more formal setting,

pick up this simple

jacket from Arrow. The

blue trim gives it a

little hint of colour and

the stylish cut will help

hide your party top.

price `999 onwards

red hot
There’s nothing more stylish than a coat like

this one. It’s affordable, trendy and available at

www.stalkbuylove.com

price `2,199

colour crazy
If you work at a more casual office, you

must pick up a jacket from Gautam

Gupta’s winter collection. We like this

ocean blue one with its funky print.

price `7,500 onwards

go wild 
If you like animal

print, this jacket

from
www.stalkbuylove

is perfect for you.

We love the hint of

pink on the lining.

price `1,299

dress it up 
Available at Park

Avenue, this mustard

yellow overcoat is a

must-have and will

look great at work as

well as at a posh

outdoor party.

price `7,999 


